Editor of Balkan Green Energy News
▪ Belgrade-based position ▪

As we approach the significant milestone of our 10th anniversary, a testament to a decade of dedicated work in providing the most relevant and accurate news on sustainable energy, climate action, environmental protection, and green economy news from the Balkans—Southeast Europe—we are proud to hold the number one position among our peers in the region. To further our success, we are now looking to expand our team with the position of Editor.

WHAT WILL BE YOUR ROLE?

• As the Editor, you will play a pivotal role in providing strategic guidance on the Balkan Green Energy News publishing activities and directly influence content quality.

• You will identify the most relevant news and developments in the sectors Balkan Green Energy News covers and reports about, focusing on Southeast Europe and closely following the major European and global developments.

• Your leadership will be instrumental in managing a team of journalists and external associates daily and overseeing the news and communication platform that includes the bilingual portal (in English and Serbian), the weekly newsletter, and social media channels.

• While supervising the work of the BGEN journalists and freelancers, you will also actively engage in news, articles and interview writing.

• You will be a core team member involved in the portal’s annual flagship conference, Belgrade Energy Forum, and various projects that the portal and its mother organization, Center for Promotion of Sustainable Development (Centar za promociju održivog razvoja—CPOR), implement independently or with its partners and clients.

• Identifying, establishing relations, and closely cooperating with key stakeholders are not just important activities in your work; they are crucial for our continued success. Your role as the Editor will be to foster these relationships, making you a trusted and important figure in our organization.

• You will ensure that news, interviews, videos, and other content are produced in accordance with the best online publishing practices, that they are relevant, and that they reach the right audiences.

• You will ensure that the content is of high quality, edited, and ready for publishing in a timely and professional manner.

• You are to identify media trends, focusing on niche media covering sustainable energy and green economy topics worldwide, proposing new approaches and project ideas.
**Requirements**

- A wealth of experience in journalism, editorial work and digital publishing. An ideal candidate has at least five years in an editorial position and ten years as a journalist.
- People management skills with the ability to lead a team of in-house journalists and external associates and secure their understanding of the organization’s goals and ambitions.
- An ability to assign projects and writing tasks and monitor the deadlines and output quality.
- Excellent writing and editing skills in English and Serbian (we also encourage candidates speaking Bosnian, Montenegrin and Croatian languages to apply).
- Excellent knowledge of digital publishing tools and techniques, SEO optimization, and data visualisation.
- Knowledge and understanding of key stakeholders in the energy sector and green economy from Southeast Europe and broader geographical areas.
- Formal degree in journalism or related field.

We look forward to receiving your application in English by July 10. The application should include your CV, a short motivation letter stating your salary expectation and a reference list of your work (links to news, articles, interviews or videos). Email to apply: bgenjobs@balkangreenenergynews.com